Features:

- Remote monitoring and control worldwide
- Multiple sites viewed and controlled from one location
- Combine with Multisys® for a complete remote security solution
MULTIVIEW™

Multiview™ provides the facility to remotely monitor the security of different site perimeters via LAN or WAN from one single location, thus increasing security management efficiency whilst reducing manpower and management costs. In fact using the internet you can control multiple remote sites worldwide.

Multiview™ works in conjunction with our Multisys® Security Management System.

Alarm Control

Alarms from any remote site are automatically routed through to Multiview™ to alert the operator to view the site.

To view the site the operator selects the site from the site list and then clicks the view button.

The operator then has full control of the remote site.

Remote Monitoring and Control

To enable monitoring of a remote site you enter the site IP address and password into Multisys®.
Security Features

- Server Authentication uses 2048 bit RSA keys to verify the identity of the remote site
- Secure Communication with 128 bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
- Windows Firewall Integration making setup easy

Multiview™ Schematic